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Proto Indo-European (PIE)

In the Beginning – the context
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Indo _European was established around 4000 BC – a spoken language only. The closest
Modern language to PIE would be Lithuanian.
There was no writing before 3000BC – the first was in Sumeria.
PIE was language family but did not include Basque, Finnish, Estonian and Hungarian.
Finnish and Hungarian are members of the Finno-Ugric branch of the Uralic languages,
some dozen or so that are still spoken in some countries bordering the Urals. Estonian and
Lappish also belong to this group. Scholars disagree on dates, but over 4,000 years BC a
group of hunters from the Siberian lands beyond the Urals split, with the Finno group going
towards the Baltic and the Ugric group moving southwards towards present-day Hungary,
becoming nomadic herdsmen through contact with Turkic peoples. The presence of words of
Turkish origin in today's Hungarian may presume that Finno-Ugric can be linked with other
languages of central Asia.
By 3500 BC and 2500 BC it spread ( looking for new hunting grounds?)
By 1000 BC it split into – Hellenic, Italic, Indo – Iranian, Celtic, Germanic, Armenian, BaltoSlavic, Albanian.
Others like – Tocharian, Thracian, Anatolian died out.
So Gaelic, Swedish, Farsi, Sinhalese, Greek, Latin and Portuguese all have a common
origin.
We know this through cognates.

Cognates – similar words in different languages
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

father in English, Vater in German, pater in Latin and Greek, fadir in Old Norse and
pitr in ancient Vedic Sanskrit.
brother in English, broeer in Dutch, Brüder in German, braithair in
Gaelic, bróðr in Old Norse and bhratar in Sanskrit.
three in English, tres in Latin, tris in Greek, drei in German, drie in
Dutch, trí in Sanskrit.
is in English, is in Dutch, est in Latin, esti in Greek, ist in Gothic, asti in Sanskrit.
me in English, mich or mir in German, mij in Dutch, mik or mis in Gothic, me in
Latin, eme in Greek, mam in Sanskrit.
mouse in English, Maus in German, muis in Dutch, mus in Latin, mus in Sanskrit.

Cognates across languages

How PIE developed and changed
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Germanic words like the English foot, West Frisian foet, Danish fod, Swedish fot, etc, are in
fact related to the Latin ped, Lithuanian peda, Sanskrit pada, etc, due to the shifting of the
“p” to “f” and the “d” to “t”. Several other consonants have also shifted (“d” to “t”, “k” to “h”, “t”
to “th”).
This process explains many apparent root differences in English words of Germanic and
Latinate origin (e.g. father and paternal).
Early Germanic also borrowed local indigenous words for the environment and trades as
well as social relationships and customs.
Germanic then also split into”
North Germanic, which evolved into Old Norse and then into the various Scandinavian
languages, Swedish, Danish, Norwegian and Icelandic.
East Germanic - spoken by peoples who migrated back to eastern and south-eastern
Europe. Gothic – most died out
West Germanic, gave rise to modern German, Dutch, Flemish, Low German, Frisian, Yiddish
and, ultimately, English.

The Indo – European languages today

The Celts
•
•
•

•

•

Hunter gatherers in Britain left there after
the Channel filled up. 6000 – 5000 BC.
Celts arrived 800BC.
By around 300 BC, the Celts had become
the most widespread branch of IndoEuropeans in Iron Age Europe, inhabiting
much of modern-day Spain, Italy, France,
Germany, Austria, the Balkans, Eastern
Europe and also Britain.
Celts added little to English apart from the
continuous present (“is walking” rather
than “walking” etc).
Many British place names have Celtic
origins, including Kent, York, London,
Dover, Thames, Avon, Trent, Severn,
Cornwall and many more

The Celtic expansion in the third century BC

The Romans
•
•

•
•
•
•

Arrived 55 BC under Julius Caesar and again in 43 BC under Claudius and stayed for the
next 400 years. They never got into Wales and Scotland.
They had a profound effect on the culture, religion, geography, architecture and social
behaviour of Britain but not much on language apart from words used by trade and the
military.
The Romans, under attack at home from Visigoths, Ostrogoths and Vandals, abandoned
Britain to the Celts in 410 AD, completing their withdrawal by 436 AD.
Within a remarkably short time after this withdrawal, the Roman influence on Britain, in
language as in many other walks of life, was all but lost. The Dark Ages arrived in Britain.
Having been spread by the success of the Roman Empire, Classical Latin was kept alive as
a standard written medium throughout Europe long after the fall of Rome.
But the Vulgar Latin used in speech continued to change, forming new dialects, which in
time gave rise to the modern Romance languages: French, Spanish, Portuguese, Romanian
and Italian. Classic Latin the base – vulgar the accents . e.g. English but spoken differently
by someone from Texas, India or South Africa.

Germanic language with all those Latin words?
•
•
•
•

•
•

There is evidence that thousands of years ago, the people of southern Scandinavia and
northern Germany spoke this ancestor language of English.
Speakers of this proto-language migrated. As they went their separate ways, the language
evolved differently in each group.
Eventually, the languages became distinctly different tongues, but they retained some similar
features.
compare “Good morning” or “Good day” in some of the Germanic languages. There’s the
German Guten Morgen, the Dutch Goedemorgen, the Swedish God morgon, and the
Danish Godmorgen. Not twin phrases, exactly, but don’t you see a definite family
resemblance?
the incorporation of Latinate words into English is a rather recent development when
compared to the entire history of its evolution.
Rather than evolving solely from the Germanic root language, some words arrived through
intermarriage.

Invasion of the Germanic tribes – 450 AD

After the Romans left
•

•
•

•

After Roman troops withdrew from Britain in the early 5th century, three Germanic peoples
— the Angles, Saxons, and Jutes — moved in and established kingdoms. They brought with
them the Anglo-Saxon language, which combined with some Celtic and Latin words to
create Old English.
Old English was first spoken in the 5th century, and it looks incomprehensible to today’s
English-speakers.
To give you an idea of just how different it was, the language the Angles brought with them
had three genders (masculine, feminine, and neutral). Still, though the gender of nouns has
fallen away in English, 4,500 Anglo-Saxon words survive today. They make up only about 1
percent of the comprehensive Oxford English Dictionary, but nearly all of the most commonly
used words that are the backbone of English.
They include nouns like “day” and “year,” body parts such as “chest,” arm,” and “heart,” and
some of the most basic verbs: “eat,” “kiss,” “love,” “think,” “become.” FDR’s sentence “The
only thing we have to fear is fear itself” uses only words of Anglo-Saxon origin.

The invasion of England
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The decline of the Roman presence in England after 410 AD which allowed them t tackle
more important problems elsewhere also encouraged more frequent raids which in turn
became settlements. Rome had relied heavily on Germanic mercenaries to control the Picts
so there was a precedent.
410 AD Goths invade Rome and English garrisons have to look after themselves.
A gradual Germanic arrival but an unrecorded one. Good pottery and luxury items start to
disappear at about this time - a gradual process.
No longer protected by the Roman military against the constant threat from the Picts and
Scots of the North, the Celts felt themselves increasingly vulnerable to attack. They invite
the Jutes in as protection. The Angli and the Frisians arrive in about 450 AD and the Saxons
20 years after that. Saxons settled in South England.
South Saxon becomes Sussex, Wessex, Essex etc.
Angles in the Midlands and Northumbria, Mercia.
The Celts/ Bretons were pushed further and further back by the invaders into the wilds of
Scotland, Wales, Cornwall and Ireland, although some chose to flee to the Brittany region of
northern France.
Native Picts (Celts) moved into and became assimilated into Scotland. Scots themselves
came from Ireland and displaced older Picts in the North. Sassenach – Scots for Saxons.
.

Invasion of the Germanic speakers
•
•

•

•

They push out the Celts over time and eventually they adopt a West Germanic tongue.
Modern Frisian, especially spoken, bears a distinct resemblance to English, as can be
seen by some of the Frisian words which were incorporated into English, like miel
(meal), laam (lamb), goes (goose), bûter (butter), tsiis (cheese), see (sea), boat (boat),
stoarm (storm), rein (rain), snie (snow), frieze (freeze), froast (frost), mist (mist), sliepe
(sleep), blau (blue), trije (three), fjour (four), etc.
Originally sea-farers, they began to settle down as farmers, exploiting the rich English
farmland. The rather primitive newcomers were if anything less cultured and civilized
than the local Celts, who had held onto at least some parts of Roman culture. No love
was lost between the two peoples, and there was little integration between them:
the Celts referred to the European invaders as “barbarians” (as they had previously
been labelled themselves); the invaders referred to the Celts as weales (slaves or
foreigners), the origin of the name Wales.

Angles, Saxons and Jutes?
•

•

•
•

•

Jutes came from peninsular Denmark (Jutland) with the Angli to the south of that. Jutes
settled largely in the Kentish marshes. From “anger” (Old German) meaning hook which
described where they lived. That gave rise to the fishing term “angler”. Probably from PIE
“ang” meaning “to bend”. See also “ankle” in modern English.
Saxons came from near Holstein. Those who left for Italy became Lombards and those who
stayed became Saxons although “Saxon” was often used to describe foreigners throughout
Europe. From “sax” to cut – swordsmen. Aggressive and expansionist.
Most likely moved out to escape rising sea levels. Joined up with Frisian raiders as they
moved gingerly along the coast as their ships were not always seaworthy.
Why not Saxonish instead of English? While only a portion of Saxons left Central Europe for
Britain, nearly all of the Angles migrated. So Angle-land referred to the Angle's new
homeland Saxony still primarily referred to the Saxon part of Germany.
The Angles, Saxons, Jutes, and Friesians were all separate tribes and spoke their own
languages. They spoke very closely related Germanic languages, but they were not Old
English (yet). When they moved to Britain they formed separate kingdoms there and they
continued to think of themselves as Saxons or Angles for a long time. Their languages
eventually merged somewhat and they began to think of themselves as a distinct group from
their ancestors in Germany but that took a number of generations

Anglo - Frisian
Frisian moved away
towards Dutch while
English changed because
of the Norman influence

The Germanic invasion 2
•
•
•

•

•

The Celtic language survives today only in the Gaelic languages of Scotland and Ireland, the
Welsh of Wales, and the Breton language of Brittany.
The Celts and the early Anglo-Saxons used an alphabet of runes, angular characters
originally developed for scratching onto wood or stone.
The Saxons the extent of their settlement can be found in the number of place names
throughout England ending with the Anglo-Saxon “-ing” meaning people of (e.g. Worthing,
Reading, Hastings), “-ton” meaning enclosure or village (e.g. Taunton, Burton, Luton), “-ford”
meaning a river crossing (e.g. Ashford, Bradford, Watford) “-ham” meaning farm (e.g.
Nottingham, Birmingham, Grantham) and “-stead” meaning a site (e.g. Hampstead).
The new Anglo-Saxon nation Anglaland or Englaland (the Land of the Angles), was later
shortened to England - The German dialect became a form of English around 600 AD.
English removes Germanic verb endings. In English it stays the same – I jump, we jump,
they jump etc. Same as in Saxon and Frisian. So now they share a grammar as well as
words.
Saint Augustine converted England rapidly to Christianity around 600 AD and they adopted
the Romanised alphabet as a result. The Latin language the missionaries brought was still
only used by the educated ruling classes and Church functionaries.

The Danes (Vikings) in England – the DaneLaw

When the Vikings arrived

The Viking invasion
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Came every summer in the 8th – 10th C.
Random attacks.
Gold, silver and slaves.
Norsemen (Northmen) become
Normans and French speakers.
Alfred fought them in the 880s and
Ethelred in the 908s.
991-3AD – Viking battles up the
Thames.
Buy them off for peace as they did in
Paris (Danegeld and Danelaw)
Came to an end in 1066 – Harold
Godwineson.
Place names – suffixes – by, Thorpe
Kirk, thwaite, wick, borough, holme
King Canute died 1035 - Knut

Vikings in England and the English language
•
•
•
•

•

•

Timeline – 793 Lindisfarne raid – 850 AD winter over in England for the first time. 865 AD full
scale invasion.
Danelaw – where Old Norse was spoken which was very similar to the Old Germanic spoken
by the Anglo – Saxons.
Old Norse added over 100 words to English including prepositions such as to, like, with, by
to make meanings clearer.
It was the interaction between the Viking settlers and their English neighbours, their trading
and farming activities and their eventual intermarriage and assimilation that helped to create
the melting pot of two languages.
“Give', 'window' and 'dream' also owe their modern meanings to the Viking settlers. Legal
terms also come from the Vikings suggesting that their contact must have been frequent and
friendly.
the kind of words that came into English from Scandinavian are generally words to do with
common-and-garden relations. They are words shared between people who meet through
trade (for example, 'take', 'get', 'gear'), farming ('scrape', 'skill', 'egg'), marriage ('sister',
'husband') and just getting on with life ('fellow', 'happy', 'ill', 'muck').The basic nature of the
borrowings, affected language at every level.

The Viking contribution
•
•
•
•

The next source of English was Old Norse.
Vikings from present-day Denmark, some led by the wonderfully named Ivar the Boneless,
raided the eastern coastline of the British Isles in the 9th century.
They eventually gained control of about half of the island. Their language was probably
understandable by speakers of English.
But Old Norse words were absorbed into English: legal terms such as “law” and “murder”
and the pronouns “they,” “them,” and “their” are of Norse origin. “Arm” is Anglo-Saxon, but
“leg” is Old Norse; “wife” is Anglo-Saxon,” but “husband” is Old Norse.

Language – how it changed between Norse and Englisc
Anglo – Saxon ( imagine you have a horse to sell to someone in the Danelaw)
•

“Haefst thu hors to sellene”

And the same in Norse
•

“hefir thu hross at selja”

•

The Norse reply might be – “
Ek hefi tvau hrs enn einn er aldr”

•

In Englisc

•
•

“Ic Haebbe tu hors ac an is eald”

The major words “hross” and “eald” and “aldr” would be commonly understood but
grammar caused confusion.

1066

The Norman contribution
•

•
•
•
•

•

The real transformation of English — which started the process of turning it into the
language we speak today — came with the arrival of William the Conqueror from Normandy,
in today’s France.
The French that William and his nobles spoke eventually developed into a separate dialect,
Anglo-Norman. Anglo-Norman became the language of the medieval elite.
It contributed around 10,000 words, many still used today. In some cases, Norman words
ousted the Old English words.
But in others, they lived side by side as synonyms. Norman words can often sound more
refined: “sweat” is Anglo Saxon, but “perspire” is Norman.
Military terms (battle, navy, march, enemy), governmental terms (parliament, noble), legal
terms (judge, justice, plaintiff, jury), and church terms (miracle, sermon, virgin, saint) were
almost all Norman in origin.
The combination of Anglo-Norman and Old English led to Middle English, the language of
Chaucer.

Borrowing from the Normans – the French phases
•

•
•

•
•

•

With the arrival of the Normans under William in 1066, Anglo Saxons lose their land under
the new Feudalism. The arrival of the Normans in 1066 led to the end of Old English to
Middle English.
The Normans, originally Old Norse lost that language as they acquired French over time.
Anglo – Norman French becomes the language of England for over 300 years however
peasant who made up 95% of the population still spoke English. – A vulgar language
according to the Normans.
Henry IV the first English speaking king. Latin still used for writing - (Domesday book).
Thousands of French words entered the language in the medieval period. they appear in
contexts to do with administration ('prison', 'castle', 'challenge'), government ('chancellor',
'court', 'royal'), religion ('grace', 'psalter', 'festival'), learning ('obedience', patience',
'authority'), and prestigious or élite activities ('tournament', 'courtesy', 'romance').
Unskilled trades kept Anglo – Saxon (baker, miller, shoemaker) but skilled trades adopted
French ( (Mason, painter, tailor)

The French legacy and English
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Similarly animals kept their Anglo-Saxon names but became French if they were cooked
(beef, mutton, pork, bacon, veal).
French synonyms added – Infant, maternity, liberty.
Huge numbers of French prefixes and suffixes added.
Many words to do with the Crown and law – contract, jury, court, servant etc)
but Anglo-Saxon - cyning (king), ladi and cniht (knight), qwene (Queen) persisted.
Normans used hard C – quit, question, quarter. Anglo – Norman was more guttural than the
softer French of Paris.
French scribes changed “hw” to “wh”. “hwaer” became “where”, hwaenne” “when”.
Henry the Second and Eleanor of Aquitaine in the second half of the 12th C introduced more
French words.
Latin came in through the French – scripture, library, popular, magnify, immortal etc.

The overview

Middle English after the Normans
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How far back would you have to go to be understood?
English becomes a spoken rather than a written language.
Dialects prospered so that people more than 50 miles apart could not understand each
other. Chaucer is recognisable but Kentish is not.
Because it was a peasant language it became simplified. No gender as in French 11
adjectival forms for example reduced to 2 ( singular and plural).
Inflexions in suffixes disappeared as they concentrated on the start of words.
Subject – Verb – Object becomes the norm.
Old English plurals “en” ending disappear replaced by the French S.

Translating Chaucer

The resurgence of English
•
•

•
•

•
•

Over time the Normans too become
Anglicised
1204 - the English lose their connection
with Normandy
1337 – 1453 – The 100 Years War in
France. France becomes the enemy
rather than the inspiration for English.
1380 – Chaucer and the Canterbury
Tales – the first great work of English
literature. The Prologue still has about
20% French words but lots of new
words are added as well to English.
1384 – Wycliffe Bible is released in
English.
1385 – English becomes the official
language of instruction.

The Wycliffe Bible

The great vowel shift
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The “f” is actually a soft “s”. “Houfe” but “houses”
Middle English becomes Early Modern English between 1500 and 1800.
The Great vowel shift – vowel sounds higher and further forward in the mouth. It sis not
happen in other languages.
“sheep” was originally pronounced as “shape”. “me” as “may”, “mine” as “meen”, “mate “ as
“maat”, “house” as “hoose”, “flour” as “fllor”, “out” as “oot”.
This led to the modern pronunciation of English.
So while Chaucer is largely unintelligible to us Shakespeare is certainly so.
So Shakespeare (the “Shakespearian” or “Elizabethan “ era)? Shows a fascination with
classical language and the wholesale importing of Latin and Greek.
Shakespeare also made up new words of his own – here are just some of the 1700 words
he created and introduced into English “Aerial, amazement, apostrophe assassination auspicious baseless bloody bump, gloomy,
impartial, lapse and road”

The great vowel shift
•

•
•
•
•
•

If you think English spelling is confusing — why “head” sounds nothing like “heat,” or why
“steak” doesn’t rhyme with “streak,” and “some” doesn’t rhyme with “home” — you can
blame the Great Vowel Shift.
Between roughly 1400 and 1700, the pronunciation of long vowels changed. “Mice” stopped
being pronounced “meese.” “House” stopped being pronounced like “hoose.”
Some words, particularly words with “ea,” kept their old pronunciation. (And Northern English
dialects were less affected, one reason they still have a distinctive accent.)
This shift is how Middle English became modern English.
No one is sure why this dramatic shift occurred. But it’s a lot less dramatic when you
consider it took 300 years.
Shakespeare was as distant from Chaucer as we are from the invention of the telephone.

The arrival of printing spreads literacy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Gutenberg invented the printing press circa 1450 and Caxton first set up to print in England
in 1476.
As a result literacy mushroomed.
However thanks to 5 major dialect divisions in England “church” could be spelled 30 different
ways, “receive” 45 and “she” 60.
East Midlands English (London) became the standard because that was where the printing
presses were based.
Double consonants used to show short vowels (grabbed – stopped etc).
Full stops used only now at the end of sentences.
Commas were introduced.
Samuel Johnston's “Dictionary of the English Language” contained 43,000 words and
started the process of the great spelling clean up as well as tidying up of the grammar.

Where foreign words come from
• “English doesn’t borrow from other
languages. English follows other
languages down dark alleys, knocks
them over and goes through their
pockets for loose grammar.”

Words taken from other languages
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

cockatoo
bungalow
Sofa
Garage
Tea
waltz
yacht
Guitar
Orange
Ketchup
Typhoon
Robot
Booze
Iceberg
Affair
Assassin
language
delicatessen
hamburger

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Persian
German
French
Dutch
Chinese
Spanish
Hindi
Malay
Czech
Latin
Arabic

Stories behind the words
•

•

•

•

•

A SHOT OF WHISKEY' - In the old west a .45 cartridge for a six-gun cost 12 cents,
so did a glass of whiskey. If a cowhand was low on cash he would often give the
bartender a cartridge in exchange for a drink. This became known as a "shot" of
whiskey.
BUYING THE FARM - This is synonymous with dying. During WW1 soldiers were
given life insurance policies worth $5,000. This was about the price of an average
farm so if you died you "bought the farm" for your survivors.
SLEEP TIGHT- Early beds were made with a wooden frame. Ropes were tied across
the frame in a crisscross pattern. A straw mattress was then put on top of the
ropes. Over time the ropes stretched, causing the bed to sag. The owner would
then tighten the ropes to get a better night’s sleep.
BARGE IN - Heavy freight was moved along the Mississippi in large barges pushed
by steamboats. These were hard to control and would sometimes swing into piers
or other boats People would say they "barged in".
BARRELS OF OIL - When the first oil wells were drilled they had made no provision
for storing the liquid so they used water barrels. That is why, to this day, we speak
of barrels of oil rather than gallons.

Loan words
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Words adopted into English often with little or no translation.
Schadenfreude
[German] The pleasure one takes from someone else’s misfortune.
Modus Operandi
[Latin] Someone’s habits or method of operating (often used by police investigators to
describe someone’s criminal profile, or MO)
Hoi Polloi
[Greek] The many, or the masses. Usually used in a derogatory sense to refer to ‘common
people’ vs. the ‘upper-crust’ of society.
Faux pas
[French] The violation of a commonly accepted social rule, a blunder like a gaffe.’.
Kitschy
[German, or Yiddish] The quality of being lowbrow, tacky, or in bad taste, usually used in
reference to art or decorations.
Bric-a-brac
[French] A miscellaneous collection of small decorative objects, otherwise known as
souvenirs, bobbles or trinkets.
Aficionado
[Spanish] An ardent admirer or fan of something.
Doppelgänger
[German] A double, or look-alike person, often with negative connotations since some
people believe that seeing your own doppelgänger is an omen of impending death.

Where new words come from

Loan words
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

L’enfant terrible
[French] A child who says or does really embarrassing things, or, a successful adult whose
achievements were executed in an unorthodox way.
Basmati
[Hindi] Something with a pleasant aroma, fragrant. In English, it is usually used along with ‘rice’ to
refer to the Indian dish.
Prima donna
[Italian] Literally, ‘first lady’ as in the principal female singer in an opera, but usually used to refer
to a spoiled, ill-tempered person.
Mea culpa
[Latin] Literally, ‘my own fault’. Usually used by a person who is admitting guilt for some wrongdoing.
Quid pro quo
[Latin] Literally, ‘something for something’. Often used in place of ‘you scratch my back and I’ll
scratch yours’ or during negotiations to ask, ‘what’s in it for me?’.
Nouveau riche
[French] Newly rich. Usually used in a derogatory sense to refer to someone who uses newlyearned wealth to purchase kitschy things.
Alter ego
[Latin] An ‘other self’. Used to describe the other personality of a person who leads a double life.
Zeitgeist
[German] The spirit of the times. Used to describe things in the socio-cultural air, like trends or
ideas that describe an era.

Loan words from the nearest and dearest

Americanisms - Can I get a decaf soy latte to go?’
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Speaking on the wireless in 1935, Alistair Cooke declared that “Every Englishman listening
to me now unconsciously uses 30 or 40 Americanisms a day”.
In 2017, that number is likely closer to three or four hundred– more for a teenager, “if they
use that many words in a day”.
The Spoken British National Corpus found in 2014 that the word ‘awesome’ is now used in
conversation 72 times per million words.
Some American words just seem more glamorous. Who wants to live in a flat, when they
could make their home in an apartment instead?
Customer relations - “not a problem” and “that will be $5.50 today”, “have a nice day”.
Are we being snobbish? - the battle may not really be one of British versus American
English, but of individual experience versus the homogenising effects of global digital
culture. What about the Germans and the French swamped by English?
What does the economist think?

How English pronunciation changes
•

•
•

three well-known changes in the English language: how past-tense verbs in American
English have taken the “-ed” ending, (as when “spilt” became “spilled”), how the word “do”
became an auxiliary verb in Early Modern English (as in “Did you sing?”), and how negative
sentences were made in Old to Early Modern English.
In the early 20th Century “received Pronunciation” was the norm. It was the accent (not
dialect) of the aristocracy, the BBC and the Queen.
today the largest concentration of native speakers is in the US, and the influence of US
English can be heard throughout the world: can I get a cookie, I’m good, did you eat, the
movies,_ “skedule”_ rather than “shedule”. In the future, to speak English will be to speak
US English.

Dialects and accents

English accents and dialects
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Dialects and accents developed historically when groups of language users lived in relative
isolation, without regular contact with other people using the same language.
This was more pronounced in the past due to the lack of fast transport and mass media.
People tended to hear only the language used in their own location, and when their
language use changed (as language by its nature always evolves) their dialect and accent
adopted a particular character, leading to national, regional and local variation.
Invasion and migration also helped to influence dialect development at a regional level.
There are three general types of British accents in England:
Northern English, Southern English, and the Midlands accent. One of the most obvious
features is whether “bath” is pronounced like the a in “cat” (as it is in the US and in Northern
English dialects) or like the a in “father” (as it is in Southern English dialects).
The generic British accent, meanwhile, is known as “Received Pronunciation,” which is
basically a Southern English accent used among the elite that erases regional differences.
Listen to this

The American Accents
•

•
•

•

1. East Anglia to Massachusetts (1620–40). Puritans who fled to the New World to escape
religious persecution were, by and large, from the eastern counties of England. To this day,
in remote parts of East Anglia, there are rural folk who speak in what is sometimes referred
to as the “Norfolk whine.” When they came to New England, that accent came along with
them.
ar ya reet bor? - are you all right neighbour?
2. South and West of England to Virginia (1642–75). Immigrants who settled in the colony of
Virginia tended to be wealthy Cavaliers (that is, loyal to the King) who came to the New
World to become planters.
Many elements of their accent can still be heard in rural Virginia, such as their penchant for
elongated vowels—stretching you into “yeew,” and shortened consonants—”ax” for ask, and
“dis” and “dat” for this and that.

In the US

The American accent
•

•

•

3. North Midlands to Pennsylvania and Delaware (1675–1725). In another flight to escape
religious persecution, Quakers, largely from the northern and middle parts of England, also
settled in the New World. Their speech patterns, characterised by shorter vowel sounds—a
short “a” for dance, not the Yankee and East Anglian “dahnce,” or the South England and
Virginia “day-ence”—formed the basis for the flat Midwestern American accent we hear
today, which has since been adopted as the standard American “non-regional” accent
spoken by most newscasters.
4. Borderlands to the Backcountry (1715–75). The so-called “Scotch-Irish” fled their povertystricken homeland of northern England and southern Scotland, first to northern Ireland and
then to America’s mid-Atlantic coast. These new arrivals were considered uncultured and
unruly and didn’t mix well with the established settlers, so most kept going to settle in the
backcountry of the Appalachian Mountains. Their distinctive accent can still be heard in
many southern regions: “far” for fire, and “winder” for window. The Borderlands accent gave
rise to the twangy “country” accent heard in poorer parts of the South—as opposed to the
south-of-England “Southern gentleman” drawl heard in more affluent regions. Think
Yosemite Sam for the former and Foghorn Leghorn for the latter.
5 – Dutch hung on in New York – boid, deeze, doze and cawfee. German words,
kindergarten etc.

In the US

New words – Internet neologisms (Laser and maybe)
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

Google: To use an online search engine as the basis for looking up information on the World
Wide Web.
Tweet cred: social standing on Twitter.
404: Someone who’s clueless. From the World Wide Web error message 404 Not Found,
meaning that the requested document could not be located.
Crowdsourcing: The activity of getting a large group of people to contribute to a project or
task, especially by using a website where people can make contributions; for example,
online proofreading services.
Spam: Flooding the Internet with many copies of the same message, in an attempt to force
the message on people who would not otherwise choose to receive it.
Geobragging: Repeated status updates noting your location in an attempt to get attention or
make other people jealous.
App: Software application for a Smartphone or tablet computer.
Noob: Someone who is new to an online community or game.
Troll: An individual who posts inflammatory, rude, and obnoxious comments to an online
community.

Ego surfer: A person who boosts his ego by searching for his own name on Google and
other search engines.

New languages
•

•
•

•

•
•

•
•

340 years ago - Afrikaans became a separate language from Dutch around 340 years ago
(roughly 1680) after the Dutch first settled South Africa in 1600.
Today, Afrikaans is spoken by 17.5 million people
133 years ago - Esperanto is perhaps the most famous language on this list. Esperanto was
designed to be the world’s primary language of commerce – the world’s lingua franca –
reformed versions Ido and Sona.
120 years ago - Lingala is perhaps one of the newest languages on the planet. In 1900,
Lingala didn’t exist. Nobody could speak Lingala, nobody recognised it as a language and
no one wanted to learn it.
Before the invention of the Congo Free State, there was a group of Bantu tribes around the
Congo River. These tribes needed to band together in order to fight the Belgians.
These tribes combined their language, and named their language after themselves in their
language. They named themselves ‘river people’ as what defined them was the river they
depended on for survival.
35 years ago –Light Warlpiri is an attempt to make one of the oldest languages into one of
the newest languages!
In the late 1980’s and early 1990’s, linguists began to try to combine both the Traditional
Warlpiri and Kriol languages, which were both at risk of going extinct.

Elvish script – Quenya or high Elvish based on Welsh and Finnish

fictional languages
•

•
•

•

•

For his 2009 blockbuster film Avatar, director James Cameron wanted his alien race, the
Na’vi, to be a fully developed concept, complete with their own working language. He
enlisted the help of linguist Paul Frommer, who created an extensive vocabulary and
grammar for the giant blue beings.
Fayvrrtep fìtsenge lu kxanì. Fìpoti oel tspìyang, fte tìkenong liyevu aylaru. - “These demons
are forbidden here. I will kill this one as a lesson to the others”.
George R.R. Martin, in his A Song of Ice and Fire book series, established the nomadic
horse-rearing Dothraki people. In the books Martin included very few words of the Dothraki
language, but for the HBO television series David Peterson of the Language Creation
Society was hired to turn those words into a complete lexicon.
As the Dothraki people’s lives depend first and foremost on their horses, Peterson created
the language to reflect this close relationship with horse riding and rearing. Dothraki is
frequently spoken by actors on the show, and many fans are learning, too.
Hash yer dothrae chek asshekh? - How are you today? (Do you ride well today?)

Game of thrones - Dothraki

Klingon and Elvish
•

•
•
•

•

•

•

Klingon is one of the most well-known fictional languages. It was created by linguist Marc
Okrand as the language of the warrior Klingon race on the television show Star Trek.
Okrand published several books about the language, and an organisation known as the
Klingon Language Institute has a quarterly journal dedicated to it.
Fans use the language to conduct marriage ceremonies and to write songs, and there has
even been an adaptation of Shakespeare’s Hamlet published in Klingon.
While Klingon does have its own alphabet, the language is usually transliterated into
English.
nuqDaq ’oH puchpa’’e’ – Where is the bathroom?
J.R.R. Tolkien, a philologist and lexicographer, began creating his Elvish languages before
he started on any of his well-known works, such as The Hobbit and The Lord of the
Rings trilogy.
There are actually two forms of Elvish commonly learned by fans: Quenya, or high Elvish,
and Sindarin, both based loosely on Finnish and Welsh, two languages Tolkien himself
studied. And these can be subdivided into different dialects.
Elen síla lumenn’ omentielvo – A star shines on the hour of our meeting.

Social media and abbreviated English
• The use of emojis
• Abbreviations – “u”, pls TL-DNR
• 2013 – “selfie” judged Oxford
Dictionary’s “word of the year”.
• Photobombing, unfriending, LOL and
to Google all new.
• Or old one repurposed – tablet,
wireless.
• Technology talk – the new pidgin?
Chinese word for “business”
• Punctuation for emphasis.
• Internet slang – “Standard” – goes
without saying.

The world language
•

•
•
•
•
•

It was French – but French failed to adjust and was less flexible. "immortals" at the
Académie Française, the official body tasked with guarding the French language from
unwanted influences (like English). Franglais
English as a global language or lingua franca. With more than 350 million people around
the world speaking English as a first language and more than 430 million speaking it as a
second language. French and ATC. India and ATC transcription.
is perceived by many people as the universal language because of the former influence of
the British Empire and the current influence of American political and economic hegemony.
It is the language of business.
The language in the former colonies of administration – once the Brits left it needed a langua
franca to unite various ethnic groups.
The spread of American culture via movies British pop music etc
It is “cool” overseas to be able to speak English. Dutch TV no subtitles.

The world language
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There are more English speakers in China than anywhere else, about 350 million of them
with another 100 million in India.
1.5 billion speak it but only about 400 million have it as their first language.
It used to be the lingua franca for people who could not understand each other but that is
changing because of:
Computers – every Internet page can be translated into any other language instantly.
Translation and voice technology are becoming so good you do not notice that you are
speaking to a machine.
The rise of hybrid English. Franglais, benglish, hinglish, spanglish etc
English owes its global dominance to being the language of what until recently were two of
the world's most powerful nations: the US and the UK. But now, especially with the rise of
China as an economic superpower, the language is being challenged. In Africa you would be
better off to learn Chinese.

The Asahi Shimbun paper

Spelling

Spelling
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•

By 1430 English starts to replace French in official documents – Chancery English. Officials
Frenchify English.
1476 Caxton brings over the printing press – having lived in Europe for previous 30 years his
spelling was poor, His Belgian assistants were even worse.
Printers developed “house styles” but compositors were paid by the line so they created
longer words.
Tyndale Bible of 1525 did a lot to regularise spelling but as most were printed in Holland,
Dutch influences crept in. E.g. the silent “h” in “ghost” , aghast” etc.
Webster and Johnson dictionaries dictated how words ought to be spelt (UK or “spelled “
(US).
Tidying up - James Howell in his Grammar of 1662 recommended minor changes to
spelling, such as
changing logique to logic, warre to war, sinne to sin, toune to town and tru to true.
Australian linguist Lindgren and SR1 – sed for “said” “eny for “any etc
English has weak rules and no enforcing body. Known for its exceptions.
Bogan spelling - Hayleigh Braydon, Jorja, Kayleb - Riley, Reilly, Rhylee, Rhylie, Rylee,
Ryley and Rylie. Jacklean, Jay-mee, Jesinta, Jessykah, Feebi.

Shakespeare’s epitaph

Spelling rules
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I before e except after C ( when the sound is “ee”). Exceptions - conscience, delicacies,
seize, deficiencies.
Words ending in “our” or “ous” usually drop the “u” when adding “ous” or “ity”. ( curious –
curiosity)
Words ending in “er” drop the “e” when adding a suffix. Disaster - disastrous
Multi syllabic words ending in “l” end in one “L”. Parallel, until, enrol
Words ending in ‘C” add a “k” when adding a suffix. Panic - panicked
Words ending in “o” in the singular take “es” in the plural. Hero – heroes, potato - potatoes
Words ending in “ce” or “ge” keep the “e” when adding a suffix to keep the sound soft.
Manage - manageable
Words starting with P usually take “im” as a prefix. Impossible, impolite
When separating a prefix from the main word both must make sense – e.g. it is “unnatural”
not “unatural”, “Illegal” not ilegal”

Punctuation
•

•

•
•
•
•

•

The Greeks had written their texts so that their letters ran together
withnospacesorpunctuation and without any distinction between lowercase and capitals.
Texts were spoken and rarely read.
Aristophanes introduced dots of ink aligned with the middle (·), bottom (.) or top (·) of each
line. His ‘subordinate’, ‘intermediate’ and ‘full’ points corresponded to the pauses of
increasing length. He called them commas, colon and periodos. The Romans abandoned
the system.
Pagans had an oral culture – Christians a written one. They revived the punctuation of
Aristophanes
Spaces between words appeared soon after this, an invention of Irish and Scottish monks
tired of prying apart unfamiliar Latin words
Charlemagne introduced a unified alphabet (and lower case).
Question mark introduced to signify a rising inflection. derives from the Latin quaestiō
meaning "question", which was abbreviated during the Middle Ages to qo. The lowercase q
was written above the lowercase o,
Quotation marks - First instance in a book by Mathias Schurer in 1516. The marks consisted
of two commas in the left hand margin of each page outside the regular type measure. They
were placed at the beginning of each line in which a quoted passage appeared.

Why punctuation is important

Or this

The history –a summary

The Future of informal English– abbreviated techno babble
•
•

•
•
•

86 per cent of all British parents think teenagers speak an entirely different language on
social media and mobile messaging. LOL and OMG are understood by all generations.
The Samsung Galaxy S6 Evolution of Text study provides us with a fascinating overview of
how our informal language has evolved over the last 25 years and points to a future where
we will see pictorial messaging in the ascendant.
The limitation of characters on old handsets were a key factor in the rise of acronyms in text
messaging such as TXT, GR8 and M8.
Top terms not understood by parents or anyone else for that matter
Fleek - Looking good
FOMO - Fear of missing out
Bae - A term of affection
ICYMI - In case you missed it
Deadout - Rubbish or tired
TBT - Throwback Thursday
LMK - Let me know
RN - Right now
Thirsty - Looking for attention

Should we be worried?
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

There is a worrying trend of adults mimicking teenspeak. They are using slang words and ignoring
grammar,” Marie Clair, of the Plain English Campaign, “Their language is deteriorating. They are
lowering the bar. Our language is flying off at all tangents, without the anchor of a solid
foundation.”
The Queen’s English Society, a British organisation, has long been fighting to prevent this decline.
Although it is at pains to point out that it does not believe language can be preserved unchanged,
it worries that communication is at risk of becoming far less effective
Laziness and imprecision “language obesity” We talk of future plans and past history; of live
survivors and safe havens. Children have temper tantrums and politicians announce ‘new
initiatives’.”
Linguistic decline is the cultural equivalent of the boy who cried wolf, except the wolf never turns
up.
Those who warn about the deterioration of English haven’t learned about the history of the
language, and don’t understand the nature of their own complaints – which are simply statements
of preference for the way of doing things they have become used to
Edward Gibbon and Jonathon Swift complained about the same thing.
This concern for purity – and the need to take a stand against a rising tide of corruption – goes
back a long way.
Every language goes through it – lamenting that the language is going to the dogs. From Lebanon
to Germany

Others are worried too…

A new pictorial shorthand English
•
•

•

picture messages using emojis will increasingly replace words on text and social media.
Consider this example, which means something like “a woman had a party where they
drank, and then opened presents and then had cake”:

English and artificial intelligence

Should we be worried?
•
•
•

The hard truth is that English, like all other languages, is constantly evolving. It is the speed
of the change, within our own short lives, that creates the illusion of decline.
Because change is often generational, older speakers recognise that the norms they grew
up with are falling away, replaced with new ones they are not as comfortable using.
This cognitive difficulty doesn’t feel good, and the bad feelings are translated into criticism
and complaint. We tend to find intellectual justifications for our personal preferences,
whatever their motivation

A bit of perspective from Douglas Adams

• Anything that is in the world when you’re born is
normal and ordinary and is just a natural part of the
way the world works.
• Anything that’s invented between when you’re 15
and 35 is new and exciting and revolutionary.
• Anything invented after you’re 35 is against the
natural order of things.
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